How can I help my child memorize?

1. Take Moses seriously. “Impress them on your children. Talk about them when you sit
at home and when you walk along the road, when lie down and when you get up. Tie
them as symbols on your hands and bind them on your foreheads. Write them on the
doorframes of your house and on your gates” (Deuteronomy 6:7-8). Make it impossible
for a child to walk in your home without reading the material. Write the scripture
on note cards and place them on the refrigerators, the mirrors, the doors, the
dinner table, and in their lunch boxes and back packs.
2. When possible, use music. Several verses have been put to music on a Bible Drill CD
(talk to your leader about purchasing). Music aids in memory. Think of commercial
jingles that you wish you could forget, but linger in your head when you least
expect it. If you cannot find a song already composed, make up a tune.
3. Make the most of “wait” times. Wait times are those moments when you are stuck
either in a line, in the car, or at home waiting for the next activity. It may only
be three minutes, but it is the perfect opportunity to practice the material a
little at a time.
4. Schedule a consistent time. Block aside a set amount of time each week. Write it in
your planners if this is necessary. Let your child know you will show up for that
appointment ready to listen to the material.
5. Find a friend. Encourage your child to find a friend to hold them accountable.
6. Model the behavior. Children will be more motivated and excited about memorizing
scripture if they see adults passionate about making God’s word a priority.

Other Tips:
1. Use the punctuation. Learn a phrase at a time using a comma period as a natural
division of the verse.
2. Write the verse.
time.

Write it multiple times or write it and erase the words one at a

3. Repeat the verse aloud 7 times.
4. Record the verse on your phone or iPod/iPad and listen to the verse often.
5. Carry a copy of the verse with you to repeat and review.

